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ScriptTech Announces the release of TMX/TP 

 
Add Keyword Functionality to TestPartner™ 

 
Corte Madera, CA — June 2, 2005 — ScriptTech, Inc. announced the latest version 

of TMX, its successful test management and execution tool.  TMX/TP is specifically 

configured to generate executable scripts for Compuware’s TestPartner™.   Providing a 

sophisticated keyword interface to the powerful industry leading TestPartner automation 

tool, TMX/TP allows non-technical business and QA analysts the ability to create fully 

executable automated scripts that can be run by Compuware's TestPartner.  

With TMX/TP you can fully utilize your existing TestPartner™ technical 

experience to gain keyword flexibility and functionality. Take advantage of your existing 

expertise while opening up automated testing to your QA and business analysts with 

TMX/TP’s intuitive point and click interface. As a result you reduce the learning curve of 

automation – allowing the QA and business analysts to get up to speed and be more 

productive sooner.  

In addition, TMX/TP provides a "single point" test library for both manual and 

automated test cases. This allows easy identification of where changes have taken place 

within the application under test and which test cases are affected. Then automatically 

update all of the affected test cases - thereby reducing time and cost associated with the 

maintenance of tests. No more manually searching through the entire test library to 

identify impact on test cases whenever the application under test changes. 

TMX/TP provides access to all of the power and functionality of TestPartner™ – 

but with the ease of a point and click interface – allowing more involvement in the 

creation of automated tests by non-technical resources.  



TMX/TP can also be configured to generate almost any procedural code such as 

Java, C++, VB, C#, TCL or custom scripting.  The user has complete control of the 

generated script code. TMX can generate scripts for web, SAP, client-server and host 

based applications – even embedded environments like cell phones and PDAs.  

The TMX/TP keyword interface allows your business and non-technical QA 

analysts to become directly involved in the creation, maintenance and management of 

fully executable TestPartner scripts without technical training or experience. 

For complete information see www.scripttech.com.  

######### 

Founded in 1999, ScriptTech develops a series of products and services in the 

automated testing market including most recently TMX/TP.  

######### 

 
TestPartner is the registered trademark of Compuware Corp. in the United States and/or 
other countries. 
 

######### 

Evaluation Copy of TMX/TP Available upon Request 
 
 
For more information, press only:  
 

Darrell Little, 775-626-1509, darrell@scripttech.com 
 
For more information on ScriptTech and TMX/TP visit: 

 
www.scripttech.com  
 
ScriptTech, Inc 
40 Mariner Green 
Corte Madera 95409 
415-924-3140 
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